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One Designer. Three Clients. One Furniture Company. You’re 

invited to a behind-the-scenes tour exploring the thoughts and 

decisions a decorator makes in creating highly personal spaces that 

reflect a client’s attitude and lifestyle. A good designer knows the 

right questions to ask in order to understand the way her clients 

live. Meet Meredith, our Interior Designer; she brings a wealth of 

experience and knowledge to the table and sources products that 

not only reflect her client’s aesthetic but offer quality, functionality, 

and great style. 

“The challenge a successful decorator faces everyday is finding 

that special line that meets the demands of a diverse clientele. 

For me, Caracole is that go-to furniture line that I can count on 

and confidently recommend to my clients. My clients, as we speak, 

couldn’t be more different from each other,” Meredith states. I am 

working with a lovely couple who are easing into retirement and 

have hired me to decorate their newly acquired second home on 

the coast of North Carolina. It’s always been my dream to design 

a loft interior and now I have that opportunity working with my 

second client, a thirty-something bachelor creating the ultimate 

bachelor pad in an old tobacco warehouse that overlooks the city. 

My third client is a hip female advertising executive who has great 

style and likes the mid-century modern aesthetic. 

Caracole items are so versatile and can be interpreted into all 

three clients’ homes. In the coastal retreat, the ‘Fe-Fi-Faux’ chest 

serves as an impromptu serving area for wine before dinner. In my 

bachelor’s loft, I converted it into a bathroom vanity and for the 

artist’s studio, it’s just the right piece to welcome guests.

designer
A  D A Y  I N  T H E  L I F E  O F  A

Coastal Retreat Bachelor’s Loft Artist’s Studio

“Working with Caracole”
- Meredith W., Interior Designer
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what’s new pussycat? chair

pick up sticks side table

on the back cover: what’s new pussycat? chair

perfect harmony closed storage

- Meredith W., Interior Designer

I have a strong level of confidence with Caracole 
furniture. They offer pieces with cutting-edge 

style and the kind of quality that will stand up to 
the busy lifestyles my clients lead. 
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coastal
CARACOLE GOES

I knew Caracole would provide the traditional 

furniture that would meet their needs and bring with 

it dressmaker details and great finishes to reflect my 

client’s sophisticated good taste. To begin the design 

process, I always ask my clients to present to me one 

thing that reflects their sense of style or the aesthetic 

they hope to achieve in the environment we are 

creating. This client brought me not one but two 

things: a stunning picture of the beach at sunset and 

a piece of driftwood. These items provided just the 

right conversation starters. My clients are looking for 

a traditional interior with a serene palette that lets the 

coastal views take center stage. Their new home has 

large, floor-to-ceiling windows that flood the interiors 

with bright natural light and offer great views of the 

marsh. The piece of driftwood that inspired the design 

now serves as a centerpiece on the dining room table. 

My first clients, the North 
Carolina couple with a beautiful 
new second home, hired me to 
create a sophisticated retreat at 
the coast.
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if it’s not one thing... upholstered sofa

...it’s another upholstered sofa

you know it’s adorable upholstered chair

pick up sticks accent table

oh henry side table

table of contents cocktail table
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To help my clients visualize how the finished interiors will look, I 

always put together a design board featuring key pieces of furniture 

and finishes to share with them. For the coastal retreat, I envisioned 

exquisite soft furnishings with understated grace that offered up 

great dressmaker details and textural fabrics like velvets and linens. 

The waterfall skirt on the back of the ‘It’s Another’ linen upholstered 

sofa was just the kind of detail that quietly spoke to my homeowners’ 

sense of style. Elegant, fabric-covered buttons in a contrasting velvet 

accentuate the simple, clean lines of the ‘If It’s Not One Thing’ 

velvet companion sofa. The ‘Oh Henry’ side table was the perfect 

complement to the linen and velvet upholstery and added a little bit 

of Hollywood glam with its sculptural silhouette. Its beautiful silver 

leaf finish was reminiscent of the reflective quality of the inside of a 

seashell. I added the ‘You Know It’s Adorable’ chair to ground the space 

and keep it from being too feminine. It provided the perfect finishing 

touch and swivels so the homeowners can turn into the conversation 

or turn to look at the panoramic marsh views. 

coastal retreat
living room

fabric covered
buttons

use finishes that 
look like driftwood

upholstery in 
linen and velvet

this chests 
faux finish adds 
texture

Oh henry

fe-fi-faux

"you know it's 
adorable" 
order chair in 
a swivel to see      
     the views

coastal color 
palette

"if it's not one thing..."

elegant silhouette/
metallic finish

"...it's another"

"pick up sticks"

"table of contents"

"fe-fi-faux"

"oh henry"
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My coastal clients love to entertain and wanted their 

new home to include a large table. The slipcovered 

‘On a Roll’ arm chairs are comfortable and elegant and 

pulled up to the ‘Table It’ dining table are perfect for 

casual dinners. The ‘Open and Closed Case’ cabinet has 

hidden pull-out drawers that provide needed storage 

for table linens and serving pieces, and the louvres on 

its shuttered doors open and close. The chairs are on 

casters so they can glide easily under the table or move 

into another room for extra seating. It is smart design 

features like these that add function and keep my clients 

happy. The soft limed oak finish of the table and cabinet 

reminds me of the driftwood they first presented to me 

at our initial meeting.

The ‘Walk the Plank’ console 
table is the ideal piece for this 
high-traffic area between the 
family room and kitchen. It’s 
not too bulky and is a great 
surface for keys or necessities. 
Its light ironwood top is 
reminiscent of driftwood and 
blends seamlessly with the 
coastal decor.  
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DESIGNER TIP
a serene coastal palette inspired by driftwood 
let’s the marsh view set the tone for the dining 
room. fully upholstered dining chairs bring 
comfort and understated elegance

table it dining table

on a roll arm chair

open and closed case closed storage

top left: walk the plank console table
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The ‘Fe-Fi-Faux’ 
chest serves as an 

impromptu serving 
area for wine 
before dinner

fe-fi-faux closed storage

don’t fret about it chair
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In small spaces, I like to include furniture that can serve 

a variety of needs. Neatly tucked between two exterior 

doors, the ‘Hidden Agenda’ console is the perfect little 

accent table. When the need arises, it can be opened 

up and used as a writing table. This cozy sitting area in 

the master bedroom offers an inviting space in which to 

read, relax, or just enjoy the views. The table has an aged 

sage-green painted finish and the ‘It Takes 2’ loveseats and 

ottoman are covered in celadon chenille. I love the graphic 

pattern of the accent pillow.

it takes 2 love seat

it takes 2 ottoman

hidden agenda console table

watch my back arm chair
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completely mod leather sofa

completely mod leather chair

art in fact cocktail table

smoke and mirrors  closed storage
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Working with a bachelor creates a whole new set of challenges. He’s a busy 

executive who travels extensively, is confident in his style, and has little to no 

time to decide on the details. Having worked with him before, we had already 

established a level of trust that allowed me to charge ahead with the details 

and finish the process quickly, per his request. He didn’t want to play the game 

of bringing me something that inspired him but rather offered up the loft itself 

to serve as our design springboard. He and I both loved the exposed brick and 

industrial vibe of the warehouse. We were delighted and challenged by the wide 

open spaces and tremendous scale. He was looking for masculine furnishings 

that had that “wow factor” yet were not fussy or contrived, so I immediately 

turned to Caracole to meet our needs. To give him a unique and distinctive 

space, I converted Caracole’s ‘Fe-Fi,-Faux’ chest into a sink base for the loft’s 

guest bathroom. I knew he’d love it.

The ‘Smoke and Mirrors’ console made the perfect resting spot for my 

bachelor’s flat screen television. He likes pieces with striking personalities and 

was immediately taken with the imported Italian glass doors. I liked how the 

console’s design mimicked the old steel factory windows and the fact that it 

provided closed storage: a necessity for loft living.

C O M P L E T E L Y

mod
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DESIGNER TIP
create the "wow factor" in the bathroom 
by pairing a modern faucet and sink with a 
traditional chest of drawers

fe-fi-faux closed storage
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The loft’s soaring ceilings called for furnishings that were large 

in scale and had a strong, masculine profile. The exposed brick 

and old planked factory floors added character and created a 

dramatic backdrop for the ‘Completely Mod’ dark leather sofa 

and chair and huge piece of art painted on an old barn door 

that my client wanted to incorporate into the design. A black 

and white cowhide rug layered on top of a sisal rug was the 

perfect finishing touch. 

My client was very enthusiastic when I presented to him the 

idea of converting the ‘Fe-Fi-Faux’ chest into a sink base for the 

loft’s bathroom. The chest provided great storage and its rustic 

finish was the perfect complement to the exposed brick wall. 

I found a piece of art pottery to use as the sink and a great 

modern faucet in a bronze finish. A large, round mirror made 

from a wine barrel and a pair of pendant lights finished off the 

eclectic design.

bachelor's loft

"smoke and mirrors" as 
an entertainment console

unique 
barstools such 
as "hi-ho-hi 
dark"

convert "fe-fi-faux" 
into bathroom 
vanity

"completely mod"

"art-in-fact"

"Large as life" 
graphic headboard 
makes a bold 
statement

neutral color 
palette
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hi-ho-hi dark barstool

top right: completely mod leather chair
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The architecture of the loft with its rustic wood floors, huge 

steel factory windows, and exposed brick walls brought a sense 

of history to the design. The key to creating a harmonious space 

was to keep the furnishings simple and repeat the textures 

and tones already present. That’s why I liked these barstools. 

They had a great rich wood finish and clean lines with a little 

touch of the unexpected with the graphic detail on the backs. 

The loft called for the handsome leather sofa and chairs, but it 

was almost understood that they needed to bring with them 

exceptional detailing almost like they also had a history and 

were worthy of the timeless architecture of the loft.

Not only are the 
‘Completely Mod’ sofa 
and chair comfortable, 
they exude masculine 
style. My client loved the 
profile and details of the 
chair and sofa legs and 
thought they looked look 
like something out of 
Casablanca.
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Because there were no walls that defined the bedroom as 

its own room in my bachelor’s loft, I wanted a bed that had 

a great presence. The ‘Large As Life’ king size bed with its 

massive, richly-carved headboard set the tone. Black and 

white photographs from my client’s travels were framed for 

the walls and the “In the Round” metal and wood table was 

chosen for the side of the bed. The ‘Posh Locker’ cocktail 

table anchors the foot of the bed and provides organized 

storage for bed linens, accessories, and mementos. A graphic 

gray patterned rug and sheets that resemble men’s suiting 

gave the space a sophisticated, masculine attitude. The 

varied hues of the finishes — the rich brown of the bed, the 

ebony of the trunk, and the light-limed oak of the bedside 

table — keep the space fresh and interesting.
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 Create warmth and texture in a bedroom by layering different woods
in complementary but not matching finishes. 

large as life king bed

in the round side table

posh locker cocktail table
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i feel fine upholstered sofa

what’s new pussycat? upholstered chair

roulette cocktail table

tray-d up or down side table
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Working with my young and talented advertising 

executive on the design of her first home was so 

fun and rewarding. We enjoyed the design process 

immensely and built a strong foundation for a design 

relationship that I know will last many decades. She 

is a free spirit with great personal style. At our first 

meeting, she presented a small mid-century modern 

table she had purchased at a flea market in New York. 

She bought it while she was attending design school, 

and it was to be a testament to her vision for her 

new home. She also brought an eclectic assortment 

of things that reflected her love of fashion: a pair of 

cowboy boots, a feather necklace, and a bohemian 

cocktail dress. I could hardly wait to share with her the 

chic, mid-century modern collection from Caracole. I 

had no doubt that it was exactly what she was looking 

for and the perfect furniture for her new Scandinavian 

modern home.

chic
SCANDINAVIAN

3 : 0 0  p m
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perfect harmony closed storage

purrr-fect arm chair

fe-fi-faux closed storage

hey jude! chair
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The day my client closed on her house, we met in the bright, 

open living area. We sat in the middle of the floor with my 

iPad poring over the Caracole website. She fell in love with 

the ‘What’s New Pussycat?’ chair. I knew she would. She loves 

to entertain and the ‘Perfect Harmony’ cabinet served as 

the focal point for her new living room. She was sold on the 

details – the honey maple finish that matched the trim in her 

new house, the built-in components for wine and glasses, and 

the locked closed storage. When the doors are closed, the 

cabinet has an artsy, sculptural quality. 

We decided to use the ‘Fe-Fi-Faux’ chest as the entry table. 

This is a piece that I can always count on to bring great style 

to a space and complement any aesthetic. It worked brilliantly 

against the contemporary railing and open stair.

chic artist's studio

modern wing chair "What's 
new pussycat?"

BAR WITH A GRANITE TOP

"i feel fine"

"PERFECT HARMONY" 
set up as a wine bar

"MIRROR MIRROR on the wall"
add a full length mirror to 
make the space seem larger

"roulette"

"FE-FI-FAUX" 
to use in 
entry

fresh color 
palette
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write on console table

watch my back arm chair

top right: on cloud nine queen bed

feather your nest side table

off season upholstered ottoman

DESIGNER TIP
every room needs a little bit of whimsy, a 
piece of art of something handmade
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Incorporate a comfortable 
chair and desk into a large 
closet to create a feminine 
dressing area. A large 
mirror reflects natural 
light and visually expands 
the space.

My client converted her small, second 

bedroom into a fantasy closet. She wanted 

to incorporate a dressing table with a 

comfortable chair into the design and a large 

mirror that would both reflect natural light into 

the room and visually expand the small space. 

The ‘Write On’ console table worked nicely 

in the space and my client loved the fact that 

both the right and left hand drawers could be 

removed and used as trays for organizing her 

jewelry or as serving trays for entertaining.

My client selected the ‘On Cloud Nine’ bed for her non-traditional 
bedroom. She often props up in bed with her sketchbook and works 
late into the evening. She wanted a bed with a comfortable upholstered 
back and high profile because she wanted to float the bed in front of 
the two-story bank of windows. We opted for a graphic pair of oval 
wicker lanterns beside the bed instead of a traditional bedside table 
lamp. We added the ‘Off Season’ ottoman at the foot of the bed for 
extra storage. The velvet upholstery skirt hides drawers that can hold 
up to a dozen pairs of shoes and all my client’s bulky sweaters in the 
off-season.

With the installation of the artist’s studio finished, I conclude a busy 
week meeting the challenges of working with a very diverse clientele. 
Caracole is my rock and foundation and I know these clients will be 
happy with their new homes and come back to me in the future when 
the need arises. Tomorrow morning, I’ll start my day going through 
fabrics, planning great custom silhouettes, for my next clients project.

http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=76
http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=275
http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=84
http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=84
http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=84
http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=208
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custom
C A R A C O L E  G O E S

Doesn’t everyone love a blank canvas? I know I do. This Spring, Caracole is going custom, and the 

possibilities are endless. Inspired by the existing range of popular Caracole fabric marriages, the 

program boasts over 200 options and will include an array of solids and linen blends, cotton velvets, 

textured wovens, and leathers. The accent fabrics touch on all of the latest trends from retro to 

modern; Caracole truly has something for everyone. Plus, there is always an option to use my clients’ or 

my own fabric selections. 

I love the fact that Caracole has partnered with a domestic upholstery manufacturer that embraces 

sustainability. The selection of over 45 stylish frames are built right here in the USA and delivered in a 

timely 4 to 6 weeks.

As a designer, I’m confident that Caracole Custom Upholstery will open up a beautiful new world 

to my customers. It’s clear that there is so much creativity that can be unlocked and expressed with 

fashion-forward fabrics to accompany Caracole’s trendsetting frames.

http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=284
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http://www.caracole.com/gallerydetails?id=280
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